RED QUEEN
SYNDROME:
WHY E-COMMERCE CHANNELS
FAIL TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE
(AND WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT)

A GOOD GROWTH WHITEPAPER

“NOW, HERE, YOU SEE,
IT TAKES ALL THE RUNNING
YOU CAN DO, TO KEEP
IN THE SAME PLACE.
IF YOU WANT TO GET
SOMEWHERE ELSE, YOU
MUST RUN AT LEAST
TWICE AS FAST AS THAT!”
THE RED QUEEN
from Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There

WHITEPAPER

What is Red Queen syndrome?
The Red Queen hypothesis states that whilst organisms
need to adapt constantly and evolve in order to survive,
they do so against a backdrop of competing organisms
who are also evolving in an ever-changing environment.

So, although a cheetah may evolve to increase
its speed becoming a far better predator; its
prey, the antelope, will also be evolving and
will develop better techniques to outrun and
evade the quicker cheetah. In this scenario,
despite both organisms evolving to increase
performance, in relative terms neither
becomes more effective.
To gain an evolutionary advantage therefore
a species has to evolve more rapidly than the
speed of evolution of those around them.

So why is this useful in
e-commerce?
The outcome for the cheetah and the
antelope can be true of digital performance.
Whilst organisations spend millions on
user-experience testing, intellectual assets
and marketing, for some their e-commerce
revenue does not increase to anything like
the degree they were expecting.

In other words, they are placing a lot
of effort into their online channel but
aren’t seeing an effective result that drives
performance: they are doing all the running
they can do (and incurring substantial costs)
but staying in the same place.

Imitation can drive a loss
of competitive advantage
One of the outcomes of continuous
improvement in e-commerce is the rise
in the practice of adopting what others
do in their online execution. Often done
through a decision to invest in a new website,
the outcome is an apparent e-commerce
standardisation whereby numerous
companies within a sector have digital
executions which are converging to look
and feel the same. This approach doesn’t
offer any competitive advantage to enable
growth ahead of other sector players.

TRAFFIC

Monthly
users

Time

REVENUE

Data that is
available
supports this
hypothesis
Comparative
e-commerce data is
always hard to come
by – and across a
sector it will be even
more difficult given
the commercial
sensitivities.

Revenue

The graphs opposite
demonstrate our
experience of how
the data has tracked
across traffic
(monthly users),
revenue and
conversion rate.

Time

CONVERSION RATE

Broadly we see the following trends:
•

Traffic and Revenue growing, but

•

No change to conversion rate;
if anything it has decreased slightly.

Here the Red Queen paradox is displayed
by growth of traffic year on year but no
change in relative position in terms of
footfall and a general stagnation or decline
in conversion rates.

Conversion
rate

Time

This becomes commercially dangerous where
companies have paid to acquire traffic – for
them increased performance comes at the
cost of increased spend. These organisations
aren’t just standing still, they are going
backwards as their margins get squeezed.
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Keeping pace with the competition
is a cost of doing business
It is important to keep undertaking the standard activity
that keeps your e-commerce execution as current as your
competitors, but even so there are some principles you
might want to keep in mind as you keep an eye on what
your key competitors are doing:
•

However beautiful their new website,
if they are not surveying and heat
mapping and testing, they are not
investing with the main objective
of making more money – in these
circumstances don’t try and match
what they are doing without adopting
the approach laid out over the next
couple of pages.

•

Make sure you understand the difference
between leading edge and bleeding edge
and avoid the latter: however compelling
the argument to ‘keep up’. A great
example here would be investing
significant sums to optimise for voice
search. The difference between voice
searches versus non-voice is rarely
measured effectively (if at all) and there
is no available evidence that people are
using voice to search for shopping (as
opposed to adding an item to a shopping
list or browsing for information).

•

Function triumphs over form. Design on
its own doesn’t sell anything. Ensure that
if your team wants to adopt a competitor
approach that it has been tested through
to transaction and compared stage by
stage to your own flow.

To run twice as fast comes from thinking differently
If there is little if any long-term value in just imitating others
in the market equally there is little or no value in just being
different for the sake of it. Competitive advantage comes
from thinking differently to your competitors.

Figure 1
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Think whole system
not linear journey
We encourage our clients to view digital
as one integrated system where the
ultimate goal is to create an engagement
that has two advantages: the lowest possible
cost of operation and the greatest possible
level of revenue capture (either transaction
or lead generation). The system (figure 1)
covers the location of target customers,
acquisition of their interest such that they
click through to a digital ecosystem, engage
so that they transact and then are retained
in the system and become loyal customers
and eventually advocates.

Traffic is vanity, profit is sanity
Of course, you want traffic, but what you
don’t want is traffic at any price. Some traffic
is worth far more to you than others so
putting a focus on traffic can be an act of
vanity rather than sanity. This is the issue at
the heart of the agency model – impressions,
click throughs, unique users are a measure
of your level of spend, rather than a measure
of commercial outcome.
Competitive advantage comes from a ruthless
focus on the effectiveness of performance –

Behind this simple framework are smart
processes that enable agile responses to
emerging market trends, identified through an
insight methodology that uses science to put
the customer at the heart of decision making.

of all the people on my website how many
have the intention to buy? How many don’t
make a purchase? Why don’t they? What
this does is generate a measure of your
conversion rate effectiveness and can
generate a commercial goal by giving you
an understanding of the value of the lost
revenue opportunity.

Organisation matters

Fix the why? not the what?

The system in figure 1 is wrapped around
what we call a ‘customer centric’ organisation.
This is an operating model delivered through
a combination of culture, capability (the
processes, technology and skills required to
deliver your product or service) and capacity
(governance, resources and measurement/
reward) that a business needs to deliver a
competitive advantage. We encourage our
clients to define their target operating model,
to understand the gaps that currently exist
and to establish prioritised plans to close
them. As in any other function or activity
in business, the chances of a different
outcome unless people work differently
is significantly reduced.

Understanding why people do and do not
transact (buy or become a lead) is the single
most important driver of growth. The data
available from web analytics and page
analytics software tells you about the what,
but they don’t tell you why. Nor do tick box
polls - where you ask customers to assess
and respond to your agenda. You have
to engage customers and prospective
customers on your website and ask them
to tell you what they are doing and to
describe why in their own words.
In this way the customer sets the agenda and
can explain the what as opposed to someone
in your team guessing. Understanding the
why enables businesses to develop innovation
programmes using testing methodologies
that can identify the best solution to fix the
problem. If you fix the why, the path to
competitive advantage will become clear.

Get in touch for a radical commercial
approach to digital performance.
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